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Institute imgaei@
ing the philosophy of the "old"
Institute with that of the Institute today. He outlined the image
of MIT as that which used to be
true: a technical school and nothing more, characterized by the
adjectives analytical, rational, ex'plicit, and scientific. The Insti.tute today is trying to be more
than this; to the four former
adjectives it is trying to add
synthetical, visionary, implicit,
and humanistic.

I'Goals achieved
Isays UAP Horvitz
By Steve Carhart
Intense and diverse reactions to
tthe AiFr experience came to the
tore in the InsCOm conference
f,
con the "MIT myth" held Saturday at Endicott House in Dedham.
I The objective of the conference, which brought together
Iabout 20 members of the admisnittation and faculty and about 25
was to explore the
students,
I
iimage, or "myth" that students,
and those outside the
faculty,
I
Istitute
believes is' MIT.
I
Influence of .niyth
Not only the nature of the
Imyth, but also the influence that
tthe To imange has on the actions
Cf undergraduates was examined.
- IThe
j objectie of the conference,
Ihowever, was not to determine

Old Image survives
The old image is still very much
alive, despite the attempts made
to change it, however. This was
illustrated in several letters read
by Director of Admissions Roland
B. Greeley from students who
were admitted to M1T but chose
to go elsewhere. In addition to
the image that the MIT student
must forego all else for science,
the image that the graduate
nstitte
school dominates - the
still prevails.
A more significant aspect of the
MIT myth which affects both
prospective students and undergraduates is the vision of the Institute as an "academic dragon"
which the student must slay to
prove his "manhood." Various
members of the group pointed
out a number of manifestations of

Photo by Mickey Warren

President Johnson discusses
the necessity of expanding the
role of humanities in the MIT
curriculum.
what MIT is and what it should
be, but rather to sample the ideas
of a wide range of individuals on
a problem too broad for a simple
solution.
President
Howard Johnson
opened the conference by contrast-

Libraries f ace pressure
as data exposison continues
By Robert Dennis

Mankind's vast and rapidly increasing accumulation
of knowledge is creating serious problems for university libraries' everywhere. Here at MIT, the library
_system is currently contemplating the problems of inievitable eixpansion in the near future and is developing

necessary because it is becoming
impossible for the libraries to
perform their main function: "to
(Please turn to page 5)
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partment of Modern Languages,
was among 300 people arrested
during the demonstration agaims
the war in Vietnam Saturday in
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tional Mobilization Comhmittee to
End the War in Vietnam and estimates of the number of people
attending ranged from 50,000 to
200,000. Among them were 5,000
from Boston and the surrounding
area organized by the Boston
Student Mobilization Committee
which includes groups from MIT,
Harvard, Wellesley, Boston Uni-

versity, Boston College, Simmraons

·t,.' d'-····
I

D. C. The dermn-

De stration was organized by the Na-

I
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wtrgat
Cross-8re
remain ,unsolved

on de8ails
dproblem

By Carson Agnew

Details of the cross-registration program with
Weilesley are gradually being finalized in the Wellesley.MIT Joint Committee. Several moves are planned within
the next few weeks to publicizethe plan to students, and
ihis attitude: the "Tech is hell"
it is hoped that more cross-registration will -be possible
slogan, the "drink" from a fire
in January.
hose" characterization of the MIT
Catalogs distributed
education, and the students who
three weeks, Wellesley catalogs
the
next
Within
feel compelled to take an overwill be distributed to all libraries and living-groups, as
(Please tarn to Page 3)
part of an effort to air the full advantages of the plan

(Ed, note: The following is the first of a series of articles on the
AIT library system, its projects and problems, both present and
futre.)

-helatest techniques of infornmation processing to meet the complex needs of the Institute. As
Professor William N. Locke, Di_rector of the Libraries, says,
overhaul of the system is
the'
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and Northeastern.
The crowd gathered during the
morning and early afternoon
around the reflecting pool in front
of the Lincoln Memorial. Dr. Benjamin Spock, David Dellinger
(leading organizer of the demonstration), Dagmar Wilson from
SNOC, and representatives of
other activist organizations spoke
to those assembled.
'White Man's War'
Many of the speakers from the
Negro organions linked racial
problems in the United States with

to the students at large. Soon
after this distribution, a questionnaire will be distributed on both
the
(campuses to determine
amount and nature of student inthe Vietnam war. They resentedt
terest.
the Negroes' part in what- was
Information from this questiontermed a "White Man's War."
naire will decide one major quesAs the rally was breaking up
tion, that of the nature of transfor the march across the river to
portation needed for the plan to
the Pentagon, Prof. Chomsky and
work. As of now, this will be by
a group of others including Delbus, but the scheduling must still
linger, Fr. Ryan, Robert Lowell
be planned.
and Dr. Spok -heard -thatNorman
Credit transfer
Mailer had been arrested. They
A plan for the transfer of credits
decided on an open confrontation
between the institutions has been
with the US troops surounding1
proposed by the Joint Committee.
the Peintagon.
It is based on the fact that MIT
They crossed the river and
moved to an area away from the requires 360 hours or credit for
graduation, while Wellesley needs
main crowd and began to talk to I
(Please turn to page 5)
the troops and marshals, expLaining why they had come and why
they opposed the Vietnam war.
Voting for JP Queen will
When the line of troops began take place in the Lobbby of
to move forward and engulf the
Building 10, tomorrow through
group, Dr. Chomsky and the othFriday. All students with acers became involved in an act of
tivities cards may vote. One of
"civil disobedience." They were
the five contestants with the
pulled away by Federal marshals
highest totals will be crowned
into a waiting police wagon where
JP Queen after a final judging
they sat for 132 hours before be- the Friday night of JP.
ing arraigned.
pn

·
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Curie commemoration
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Counters are being installed in the Burton House snack

Now residents. long accustomed to being unable to cook in
rooms due to fire hazards, will be able to prepare weekend meals
ina safe, clean area.
Burton House, including Conner Hall, has been undergoing several important renovations. These were brought about byy the
Student's "desire to enhance the beauty of their living a Lrea,"
according to Joe Lynch, House Manager.
Rugs for halls
In the actual living areas, the hall floors are being ruggeid. To
date three floors, Burton and Connor Fourth and Conner Third I have
received their rugs, and Burton and Conner First are in the prrocess
of having the rug put down. Mr. Lynch says that probabl ly the
Second floors of the dormitory will be next to be rugged, fo]llowed
by the fifth floors, and finallyr Burton Third.
Shipped to Boston
Lynch noted that all of the rug had been shipped to B;oston,
and that the date of the actual compfetion of the rugging would
depend only on the labor involved.
The residents on the fifth floor of Burton have been alloy ved to
Paint their hall, and Lynch observed that funds were availab Ale for
thee other floors to follow suit. The color of the paint is deter mined
by the house architect and is coordinated with rug color.
(Please turn to Page 3)
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By Jack ]Katz
"Curiosity and compassion" were the key
words in a keynote address delivered by Professor
Victor Weisskopf, Head of the Department of
Physics and Institute Professor, before a symposium of 150 internationally renowned nuclear
physicists assembled in Warsaw last week.
Prof. Weisskopf, a, theoretical physicist, is
former director of the European Center for
Nuclear Research. Prof. Weisskopf was chosen
to keynote the symposium as a result of the
respect in which he is held on both sides of the
Iron Curtain.
Honor Marie Curie
The purpose of the symposium was to honor
Marie Curie and to survey the nature of the
scientific progress in nuclear physics since her
discovery of radiuii.
In discussing the development of physics, Prof.
Weisskopf pointed out both the beneficial and
detrimental significance that it has had for our
civilization. He described the humanism and
scientific ability of Marie Curie as an example of

otss pro ress
the "curiosity and compassion" which are the
mainstays of civilization.
Prof. Weisskopf emphasized that the scientific
cormmunity has been a strong force is understanding during the past 100 years. Scientists were
free of the "prejudices of nationalism, racialism
and different political systems."
Why are there still so few American scientists
working in the Soviet Union and so few from the
Soviet Union in America?" Weisskopf asked in
stressing the need for more international cooperation among scientists. There is a need for collaboration both to meet the greater demands of
science, and to set an example to the divided
international community, with a common system
of values.
Seven Nobel Prize winning physicists attended
the symposium. Among them was Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the US Atomic Energy Commission. Prof. Weisskopf found that most scientists
present were sympathetic with his views of an
international science community for progress and
peace.
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Is this saturation of senses enough?
Living together between a time frame,
We creature and non-creature
And I among them.

Contact Magazine, 1965

To communicate is the beginning of understanding
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pressure is a resulting "comnpartmentalized" existence, pointed out
Al Singer '68, AEB Chairman.
Unlike Harvard or Princeton,
Coupled with the n
of where there is no fine division beCoupled with the amnoshere of tween work and time off, the
Institute seems to foster a "work
hard, play hard" philosophy in
which the student's attitude seems
to be that anythSin he does except- study comes at the expense
of his grades.
UAP Bob Horvitz '68, said that
the conference was "sucecssful
with respect to the goals outlined." Horvitz emphasized that

7
i

iShould you drnak beer
stralghit firom the bo4ttle?
I

a

,

A

a

I
II

,Ifyou're on a blanket party
or somrething, carrying along a
glass is pretty clumsy. But
when it's convenient, we think

it's a shame not to use one.
Keeping Budweiser
inside the bottle or /,'

0

Those tiny bubbles
getting organized at the
top of your glass have a lot
to do with taste and aroma.
Most beers have carbonation
pumped in mechanically. Not
Budweiser. We go to a barrel

Ancounter
is~

T--

no attempt to form a consensus
was made. The largest number of
people at the conferencr
e precluded
the formation of either a consen- -c
sus or a conclusion.
rm,
The conference did, however,
allow people of different campus
orientations to get together and
think. There was an interchange 2o
of ideas and opinions which helped O
C-crystalize the thoughts of the delegates. Although no substantive ns
results will come out of the conference, it did focus attention on o
a subject to which only lip service is too often paid.
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Professor Salvador E. Luria of
the Biology Department will
speak at Encounter Thursday
Professor Luria has publicly disassociated himself from any research or work on defense projects in protest against the Vietnam War. Last year, in protest
of the war, Professor Luria re(Please turn to Page 8)
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for fuim, pour your

next four or five bot[~
tmites of Bud® into a
i glass. If you don't
agree that the extra
taste, clarity and
aroma make a big difference,

Photo by Bill Swedish

S ack bar renovaton
wit new--appilances;
copletion due shorly

Prof. Warren McCulloch of
(Continued from Page 1)
the Research Lab of Electronics Extensive changes are also bespeaks at Thursday's Encounter. ing made in the Burton snack bar

go back to the bot"tle.

We won't say another word.

pSum$>

I

I
"The calling card
cewrmlede

-

ties

and

woQ3 luE

n nn
t k b eer

soscccas fr

People In atl posi-

rfi}tssl."

r

s

area, which is being completely
remodeled and provided with
cooking equipment. Some work
iwas done in the area over the
summer, and Lynch observed that
the go signal has been given for
the remaining work. Counters
were installed in the snack bar
last week, and the entire area
,aint ra ndp1neled mith

,w'dl 1b p

colored vinyl in the near future.
A refrigerator and a radar range
supplied by the Mystic Vending
Conamy will be installed. Sinks
will be available, equipped with
garbage disposal units, and there
will be four electric cooking outlets available.
Problem of assembling
A television set will -be mounted
on one of the snack bar walls,
and built-in benches will be
placed around the room. A card
playing area wiil also be fixed up.
The problem for the moment,
Lynch notes, is actually assembling all of the things that are on
order, but he expects that the
snack bar will be completed in
the reasonably near future.
In commenting about the money
now being spent on Burton House
in the light of its anticipated
overhaul when the MacGregor
Dorm is built. Lynch said that
the Institute realized that the
present improvements would last
perhaps only the .time the students
now in the house are at the Institute. However, he said, the Institute was anxious to improve the
living conditions of these students,
and was therefore willing to spend
the extra money now.

MAIL oRDERS ACCEPTED
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. e ST. LOUIS a NEWARK * LOS ANGELES a TAMPA * HOUSTON

I

_

MOSTON,

88.

2874m
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0 /hcna i the course
of human evcats
bt ecomes necessary
,to hold up your pants
... break away from the tyranny of the

dull belt. Fife and Drum traditional belts
come in a spirited assortment of colors,
leathers and buckles. Some wvith matching
billfolds, keycases and pocket secretaries.
Now is the time to declare your
independence from the commonplace
with Fife and Drum.
A look that's part of the American grain.
Bonus: Who is Button Gwinnett?
Tell us and we'll send you a
Button Gwinnett kit (5 different buttons
and bumper stickers). If you don't
know, confess... and we'll'send you the
kit anywzay.Write "Button, Button" Dept.;
P.O. Box 5269,Chicago, Illinois 60680.
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of trouble and expense. to let
Budweiser create its own bubbles with the natuiral carbonation of Beechwood Ageing. So
you really can't blame us for
wanting you to get it at its
best, can you?

,O,.b est J~O-u
reas ondr
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iJust

can is missing half
the fun.

MO la,

nities, said that a course overload
structures a student's life for him
and ,allows him to avoid questioning his actions.

the student to break down his
(Contwinued from Page 1)
adolescent
habits of measuring
if they can ha e their
his
worth
by
how well he holds to
Wgula
ork.
in this case the
an
idealization,
Dr, Benson Snyder, Psychiatrist
idealization
of
academic
success.
Chief, pointed out that this
John
Graves,
nestmctor
in
HumaKflmakes it more difficult for
I
_~~~~~
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Shag Leathers: A. 141" with exclusive Fife &Drum buckle. $3.50. 8. 11/2" black reverses to rust. $6.00.
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UAP Bob Horvitz has decided to refer to Beaver Key the question of submitting the names of MIT students for
2 inclusion in Who's Who at American Col- leges and Universities. The names to be
submitted are, of course, those of Beaver
Key, and they would be the only MIT
students included in the volume. Frankly, we feel the entire idea is ridiculous.
O
First of all, the book Who's Who...
< serves no useful puxpose. The college
c population is transient, with a complete
LJ
turnover every four years, so that even
if-there were a reason for someone to
make use of the text, the factual data is
soon out of date. But more importantly,
the text must be viewed as only a money
LIJ
making venture on the part of the pubU lisher. Most students whose names ap- pear are enticed to buy the book (or if
they do not, most parents will) yielding
a tidy profit for the publisher. This seems
to be the principle purpose of the book.
Even if it were a non-profit "public
service,"' there is a question of the relevancy of such a book in determining the
"important" people on American campuses. The number of names from any
school is determined by quotas based on

I

0

00 --hanical & Normal College, Pine Bluff,

w

Obviously, were the war in Viet
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.Guille Cox, 6
Mike Rodburg 68
John Corwin '68, TOm Thomas 69
Dan Green
News Editor .........
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-Mark Boletin '6
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....... Michael Warren
.
6.
Sports Editor.............
ony Lima 69
Entertainment Editor .......................
...........
Jack Donohue .69
Photography Editor ...............
i.......
Ingram '68
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Nick Covatta 68
National Advertising Manager '
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Jack Swaim '68
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Greg Arenso
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.. Steve Carhart '70, Paul Johnston5
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George Wood
Intramural Sports Editor
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.Jeff Reynolds '69
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Pat Green '69
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Herb Finger'68i John Kopolow '68, Jon Steele 68
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Kanth Rao '70, Steve Silverstein '68, Brad Williamson '70
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Bob Reed '68, John Loewenstein '69, Scott Rhodes '69
Larry Sivertson '70, John Wargo '70, Bob Dennis '70, Peter Lindner'71
Roy Furman '71, Peggy Hopper '71, Zane Segal '71, Raisa Berlin '71
Leslie Horwjtz '71, Jim Altman '71, Wells Eddleman '71, Scott Stricoff '71
Mitchell Serota '71, Joe Angland '71, Ron Cline'71
George. Novosielski '71, Scott Ramos '71, Scott Hartley '71
Greg Bernhardt '71, Marya Siemrnenski '71, Jay Kunin '71
Mike Mihalka '71, John Richardson '71, Randy Hawthorne '71
Tim Finin '71, Steve. Gretter '71, Harriet Kang '71, Jim Martin '71
Dave Simansky '71, Bill Swedish '71, Steve Tharp '71, Stan Gilbert '71
Betty Deakin '71, Bill Hahn '71, Lee Swislow '71, Gene Thorner '71

Yet, we are under a serious delusdon
if, we believe that the answer has been
Front page photo of 77 Massachusetts Avenue taken by R E. Reed.
found. The enlargement of the nontechnical curricula will not in itself add
the necessary humanism to the undetrgraduate education. It may add more
variety to the life of the Political Science
or Economics major, but it will not
3
tu en°'
'*
ss
a'_'Is
infuse the humanities into the education
of the scientist or the engineer, who is
constrained by numerous requirements. The Student Art Association is !is timnes throughout the year,
of our newest activities on and providing scheduled gallery
The existence of opportunities to broaden one
campus, having been officially tours ncathe secod Thursday of
oneself is meaningless if restrictions pre- formed odly this Fall. However, each month. Further infonmation
clude one from taking advantage of the unofficially, there has been an can be obtained by calling Mimi
active and interested extra-curric- Luft at X7019.
opportunities.
ular art program at MVIT for 3
Presently, the Student Art Asyears.
Until this year, these acti- sociation is arranging for a "dyWe have set our sights on a lofty
had been mainly cordin- namic exhibition" area: a place
goal, and have made the initial strides vities
ated by Mimi 'Luft, now the As- for a rotating exhibit of extratoward iL-However, its realization is not sociation's advisor.
curriciular student art work. In
close, and the hardest hurdles are yet to The SAA's primary activity is this space, members of the M1T
the studio art -classes. This term
come. Attainment of the goal willneces- classes in painting, silk screen, community could exhibit their
works and also discover the reac
sitate far greater changes than have been clay, life drawing, and photog- tion of their fellow students.
raphy are being offered. Also, on Those interested should contact
made up to now.
Tuesday nights, special workslhps

,a le and -. co

Nam to end tomorrow, the country's budget problems would be
solved. Judging from the administration's past attitudes, however, this is probably the expenditure least likely to be cut. One
program which is deemed less
essential,. comparatively at least,
is the space program.
Value debatable
It is easy to question the value
of the space program because the
values of its goals are very different for different people. Three
principal justifications for the progran's existence seem to stand
out: national prestige, scientific
progress, and practical applicaticeis. Whether or not it is desir-

Chairman
Editor

October 24, 1967

Second-class postage paid at ioston, Massachuseffts. The Tech is pub.
lished every Tuesday aitd Friday during the college year, except during
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Code 617, 876-5855, and 864-6900, extension 2731. Unifed Stafes Mail
subscription rates: $4.25 for one year, $8.00 for two years.
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The Ivory Tower
By Stew
It has taken the simultaneous
occurence of a foreign War and
violence in our cities to force
some men in Washington to
realize that the nation cannot pay
for all the tasks it would like to
undertake. As the President and
Congress each attempt to force
the other to decide which programs are to be Qit, it is excellent time to reexamine the justifications for various government
programs.
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Arkansas (2900 students).
The second. basic issue lies in the
manner of selection. Beaver Key is a
logical choice since it cofisists of about
the same number of members as MIT's
quota and it is an honorary whose basis
of selection is sufficiently broad to include a reasonable cross-section of MIT's
more active students. But is it fair? For
instance, Harvey Friedman, MIT's youngest Ph.D., though he was never officially
a junior, would most likely not have
made Beaver Key, and hence would not
be "outstanding" enough for Who's ho.
This also applies to many students whose
contributioms lie outside te realm of activities, athletics, and politics, which Beaver Key uses as the criteria for election.
The entire idea of a Who's Who for
college students is without enough redeeming qualities to warrant -iTu's participation. But, even if this contention is
not believed by the powers that be, then
surely there must exist a less arbitrary.
manner of selection.

e v
The Inscomm Conference at Endicott
House explored many aspects of the MIT
education, the most significant-of which
was keynoted by President Howard Johnson. In his introductory -remarks, President Johnson made it emphatically clear
that zR'T wants to educate the leaders
of tomorrow, the total or Renaissance
man. A basically technical education will
not accomplish this feat. The introduction
of a humanistic element into the educational experience is necessary, and it is
toward this end that the Admiistration
is working.
The addition of a new Department
of City and Regional Planning, and the
strengthening of the- other social science
and the Humanities Department clearly
indicate this trend. Concomitant expansion of Institute funded social research centers are another aspect of the
move toward the total educational
experience.

t

enrollment. Hence, MIT with 3600undergraduates would receive not many more
entries than Arkansas Agricultural, Me-

gs

able to spend rmoney to raise the
national prestige is definitely a
moot point. Even if it were considered desirable, there would be
further debate concerning whether

or not a space program is the
bst way to accomplish this goal.
Lewise,
It
is
debatable
whether or not the scientific
progress of the space program is
worth the staggering cost. Despite
the program's obvious worth to
the scientific comnnunity, its value
to the average citizen is dfficult
to assess. However, it caln be
argued that the payoff on a research venture usually takes time
and that many very useful discoveries have been made by
scientists seeking something entirely different from that which
they found. Of course, it would
seem likely that most varieties
of earthbound research would
produce results -which are more
useful though probably less interesting.
Practical uses few
Direct practical applications of
space research outside of weather
forecasting and communications
seem to be far in the future. The
cost of any mining or colonization
on the moon would probably be

spr e

so incredibly high as to force
the use of some alternative solution to the housing and resources
problems here on earth.
Is the space program so complex as to have raised the cost
far beyond the value of any possible returns? There seems to be
some indication that some people
in Washington have reached this
conclusion. The NASA budget for I
this year, while not drastically
cut, was reduced somewhat. Apparently the Russian space program has slowed as well. It is
significant, though, that the Apollo
moonshot is virtually intact. This
would seem to indicate that many
leaders regard the prestige developed by the space program as its
most important product. Whether
or not this is a valid goal, landing
first on the moon would certainly
be viewed by the world as evidence of the superiority of US
science.

Tfie next step
Chreful pruning of the space
budget is a start; would a similar
(or hopefully greater) cut in pork
barrel public works be too much
to ask? They are far less essential than the space progam.

Acf'Nvfies Spotlight

are being held in some more unusual media such as wire-sculpture, relief printing, stabiles, colleges, and paper mache. There
is still room available in most of
the classes, and the Tuesday night
classes do not require pre-registration. All classes are guided by
professional art instructors.
Special demonstrations
Besides these studio classes and
workshops, there are also a number of special demonstrations on
portaiture clay, assemblage, and
other topics on some Wednesdays,
4:30. The SAA is sponsoring some
films on art and artists, at var-

Sam Geffner, exhibition chairman,
547-5233.

Sggestons appreciated
The Student Art Association is
now making plams for nextterm's
activities. Suggestions are greatly
appreciated, particularly regard-

ing uses of the studio and ts
of classes to be held.
On Friday, October 27th, the
Student Art Association is holding a Psychedelic Poster Show.
All members and interested students and faculty are invited. At
this time, the SAA will discuss its
present program and its plans for
the future.
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WYliarm J. Hecht has been ap- serve in the Admissions Office as
pointed Executive Secretary of Assisant Director of Admissions.
comthe Educatonal Co
ji, onng The Educational Coumci
throhougt
iliam H. MeTigue who has as-. prises some 9X alunmi
smed the title of Director of trie the world who, through contacts
secxdayz
shools, counsel
ducational Council. Malcolm G. with
young
men
and
women
interested
Iflpert, Vice preidnt of the.
in
the
kinds
of
education
offered
Aademic Administration made
the appointment. Hecht wMi also by WT.
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)@ namfe
dents may be submitted to the
publication "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities."
UAP Bob Horvit '68 said thathe
decided to' submit the names,
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CIVIL, MARINE,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERiNG,
MBIETALLURGY, CERAMICS,

MATHEMATICS, STATISTIC$,
COMPUTER SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE,.
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
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He'll be on your campus soon. He'll tell you how fast you can go pro-
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fessionally with the company that manages the entire engineering and
operation of the Air Force instrumentation complex along the 10,000
mile length of the Eastern Test Range. About the advanced engineering work you'll be doing with a can-do team that has already supported the launching of more than 2000 missiles and spacecraft. About
how our educational policy works for your professional development.
About our fine salary and benefit structure. And any other information
you'll need to make a meaningful decision.
So get your questions ready. We think you'll like our answers.

CAMPUS INTIRVIEW$M
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
See Your Placement Director-Now and Arrange an Interview.

GUIDED MIS$$LES
RANGE DIVISION

i

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.
750 S..ORLANDO AVENUE, COCOA BEACH, FLORIDA
An Equal Opportunity Employer (MIF)
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amorng others.

Members of Beaver Key are: B;o
Bayo Ajadi, Gerry B an n e r,
George Busby, Bob Condap, Guille
Cox, Herb Finger, Jerry
_v
m- 733
(Pilease turn to page 7)

has the right to rule on. these requests and he has had four such
cases this year. Professor Locke
believes that U.C.L.A. is the only
other uniRvesty in the nation currently emp!oyig such a system.

is

help to bring to actuality his belief that the itnvidual departments should have the responsibility of- pmeug books and
materials for faculty use.
It is becoming apparent that
the new space and methods for
cataioginrg will somn be needed
since books have been coming in
faster ','1am ebl ed. Z the
988,000 volumes in the 'library
system as of June 30, 167, 91,00
have pome in during the past year,
a fact that inricates a ten year
doubling rate. Although the goal
of actual phsical expansion is
still in prouin

stages, poects

related to cataloging and other
problems of documsentaion are
currently wuder way i Technical
Informitia/on P
g, Project
Intrex, and the Microreproduction

LaboatoTry. These programs will
bi-e"x-anin/ed in forthcoming issues of Tre Tech.

Cedit rafio vacations
pose mjor fficilties
(Continued from Page 1)
40 credits. Therefore, Wellesley
credits will be exchanged for
hours in a ratio of 1/9. The only
problem, according to committee
memnber Al Willsky '69, is the
Wellesley girl who registers for
6 MIT hours, ard receives 2/3 of
a Wellesley credit. The proposal
must still be passed upon by the
Faculty Committee on Educational Policy, the Joint Committee
itself, and the Committee on
Academic Performance.
Vacation
difference
One obstacle to cross-regtration this year is the fact that the

Library warehouse
In addition to the obvious
course of expansion, Professor
Locke is also considering the
prowspect of consigning the most
infrequently used or expendable
books in the present libraries to
M.I.T.'s "library warehouse," the
New Eigland Deposit Library.
Located near the Harvardl Busi- Spring Vacation of the two schools
ness School, this repository is differ. While this cannot be
operated jointly by fifteen local changed this year, there is hope
colleges and cultural societies.
they may be made to coiniI The problem inherent in the, that
cide next year, primarily by
rapid grmth of knowledge in its MIT's adjusting to Wellesley's
existing fields of study have beent term break requirements.
compounded by the Institute's
Departmental conferences
branching out into new areas of
During the past few weeks,
specialization. The most recent; apart from the work of the Joint
such field is that of urban studies. Committee, there have be~i meetMaterials for this field are cur- iings between various departments
rently available in three different at the two schools. So far, the
libraries. Professor Lcke is hope- ]Biology and Architecture Departful that a centralization rill occur Xments have partieipated, and- the
in the near future. 'As with the IDepartment of Chemistry
will
other projected expansion goals, jjoin them this week.
however, no definite plans have
Although the formal program is
been made as yet because- of the Inot scheduled to begin until Sepcritical problems of av;ailable ttenmber next year, Robert Alberty,
space and funds.
IDean of the School of' Science and
Facullty HInitafils
( Co-Chairan;
of the Committee,
In the face of the increasing i hopes that there wvill be additional
demands on the current facilities, I people taking paxt in the cross'the Libraries have this year adop- r registration program in January,
ted the S.C.E.P. proposal that the xwhen Wellesley begins a new
faculty should be subject to the term. TIis will permit some of
same rules relating to borrowing i he difficulties to be anticipated
period and fines that the students )y the administratsion, and also
observe. In the ease of a faculty proide good publicity for the
member's possible extended weds I program among the rest of the
of certain materials, the Director s tudent bodies.
i
i

Ask our

-emwior

a new-library for the humanities,
with the sciences taing over the
present Hayden structure.
Professor Locke notes that the
Engine
Inibrary curntly hA-s
the most uuse capacity and
should be sufficient for ten more
years. The Rtch (a_.
.(hitecfture
and city plaming) and Musicus
Librries are alre
full airy the
Lindgren Library' in the Green
Building is also nearly filled to
eapaciy. The Dewey Library,
which served economics, industrial management, and related
fields originally, has become full
three years sooner than expected
because of the addition of the departments of Political Sciense and
International Relations (financed
by the Ford Foundation) to the
Sloan campus. If rooms currently
used for such functions as seminars were taken over for library
purposes, Professor Locke estimates that three to four years
could be saved before expansion

i~rc raftR, *
-

that

every-eight years in certain fields,
Professor Locke has reported to
i PresidesJohnsonr on the projected capacity and growth of the
library system -for up to -fifteen
years from now. He foresees that
the Hayden Library (science and
humanites) will be filled to capacity within Wee years. One pos-

Appointments should be made
in advance through your
~nrelaap-Peiqramthn+OffA'

CtVISION

t'ta--d

for the following year. He felt
that Beaver Key members would
be good represenatives of MET,
because they are "the top athletes, student politicians, and the
president of the music soiety,"

mnation is doubling as often as He says that the program should

r

Prayct &
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(Contirmed from Page 1)
Ihave what you want here when
you ask for it, and rot to have
.1
to get it."
CIapiy n.early filled
Faced witn the fact that inor-

PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY,

CAMPUS

who

Increased use causes
problerm for librarie

MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL,
ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,

wasmu mm"

IWNso

doing. Horvitz said that the names
submritted 'would be, if they agree,
those of the members of Beaver
Key, the senior honorary.
Herb Finger '68, President of
i
Beaver
Key, said that he would
I
discuss the proposal at the nex
meeting of Beaver Key. He said
that he could not "see anything
harmful" in recog-izing these students, "so why not?"
When asked,

for Seniors and Graduates

1,

or

By Paul JohnstIo
with the approval of the individ- Beaver Key was kind of a clique,
This year tor the first time, uals involved, because- he sees as it is self perpetuating, each
the names of several Wr stu- "no detrimental effects" in so year's members choosing those
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''-tWhat attracted me are even strongffer today. (This is Gary
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*

Kozak, Ph.D. in Analytical-Physical Chemistry, an IBM
~~Devel pment Chemist and Project Manager.)
"At IBM
you're
constantly
working
people
doing
advanced
work
i many
different
fields with
That's
a great
asset~~~~~
~~~~
~~~~~
. .......

often
today's
problems
areone
to
any scientist because
kind of
You can't
solveg
them with
I tinterdisciplinary.
background. You need inputs fronm three or four different
kinds of people.

"A good example is the solid logic technoloy used in
building the IBM System/360. The EE tells you how many

o W...D

...........

t.

onductors you'll have, where they go, and what should be
at the terminals. An ME designs fixturing and automatic
processes. A PolymerChemist formulates insulators
and sys iw tyshuld bee tsd. Thpe Mestallurgiest
"ndsp. co
==eoy tns
'he Physicist decides how to
optimize aprocess for producing transistors and diodes.
And all these people have to.talk with each other and
help each other.
"It's a stimulating environment, and it keeps you technolagically sharp. Of course, to doa'll this interfacing with
other disciplines, you need a free and informal atmosphere,
and IBMhas it. It's a good place for a scientist to work."
There's more to the IBM story than Gary has mentioned.
You can get all the factswhen we interview Ph.D.'s on
campus. Make an appointment at your placement office,
even if you're headed for military service.
Or if you can't make a campus interview, send an outline

of your interests and educational background to
Mr. L. H. Covert, IBM, Armonk,
N.Y. 10504. We're an equal
opportunity employer.

. . ... ... .... .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
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- interface to -feature- .deiscussilans
The Interface, according to Leo
Geoffrion '69, student director, "is
a place where studenis and faculty can meet on a relaxed and
friendlY, yet informative and educational basis." Iti-is open every
Saturday evening from 8 prn until
midnight.
There will be an evening of dis-

m

cussion with Robert Holden, Associate Dean of Student Affairs
Saturday. T'he disusion, said
Geoffrion, will be just that: there
will be no assigned topic on which
Dean Holden will speak, nor will
it be a stufy question-and-answer
period.

Mar¢on Brando portrays homosexual

I

I I

l

Reflections in a Golden Eye.
Directed by John Huston. Now
playing at the Astor. Starring
Marlon Brando as Maj. Pemberton, Elizabeth Taylor as Lenore
Pernmberton, Brian Keith as Lt.
Col. Langdon, Julie Harris as
Robert
Langdon, and
Allison
Forester as. Pvt. Williams.
_

_

_

_

_

____________

___

By Roy Furman
John Huston's "Reflections in a
Golden Eye" mirrors the crazed,
tangled lives of a married couple
each of whom are seeking the
pleasures of men. A psychotic
character study of a homosexual
and his voluptuous, coquettish
wife dominates the screen; the
plot-if there is any at all-wanI ders erratically in the shadows of
Mail Orders,, Enclose Stamped, Seli.Addressed Envelope, Check or Money 'Order the stars, Marlon Brando and Eliz.Payable fo Unicorn Concert Productions, 825 Boylsfton St., Boston, Mass. 02116. abeth Taylor. In fact the realism.
M
.-

p -

I

-
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of Brando's and Taylor's portrayals tends to alienate and disgust the audience to the point
where one is no longer interested
in the perverse involvements of
their lives.
A nightmarish specter of depravity stalks across the screen
to entangle all. Major Pemberton
(Brando) seeks an fllicit meeting
with Pvt. Williawns. Lenore Permberton (Taylor), while enjoying
the pleasures of a semi-clandestine affair with Lt. Col. Langdon,
is shadowed by Pvt. Wiiams.
To further entangle the relationships, Langdon's wife Allison lives
i'the neurotic world of childhood
fantasies and self-torture.
Horses link together the events
leading to the demise of an unstable situation. The naked equestrian, Pvt. Williams, is viewed as
a potential contact for thf major.
Galloping nude through the woods
day after day causes the major
to become infatuated with Williams to the point where he picks
up a casually tossed candy wrapper and lovingly saves it with, his
collection of male nudes. Lenore's
contempt for her husband stems
from his artlessnss and cruelty
in handling horses. This contempt
is manifest in torturing a homosexual husband with her body.
Meeting Lenore at the stables,
Pvt. Williams, in turn, is drawn
to enter Lenore's room and watch
her sleep.
Brando in his role as a homosexual does not disgust one with
the stereotyped inmages of a dirty
little man in a dark alley. Rather
his bearing and dignity befit a
worshipped leader of men, but
his stature is corroded by the
haughtiness and coldness he projeets. Though aloof and remote

he merits sympathy. One watches
the tight-lipped major smoothl his
hair into place when he thinks
Williams is paying a nocturnal
visit to his room. The comedy of
the situation, however, gives way
to its gravity.
A Southern belle of horses, parties, and mint juleps is the chattering Lenore. Aware of her physical attributes, Lenore uses them
as her weapons ta torture her deviant husband or to allure Lt.
Col. Langdon. She inadvertently
entices the laconic, and, one supposes, sexually misfit Pvt. Williams to surreptitiously follow her.
More comic than her husband
with her inane interests in men,
horses and wild parties, Lenore
fs reminiscent of the despised
neighborhood boor.
"Reflections in a Golden Eye,,
is much like a Dostoevsky novel
where psychological interactions
predominate. Those seeking a well
defined direction and motivation
will be sorely dissappointed, but
those in search of human emotions and responses will be engrossed in a khaki-colored net of
strongly portrayed characters.

(Continued from Page 5)
chow, Billy Harris, Ken Rosenberg, Rich Rody, Ed Seykota,
Joel Robinson, and Mike Rodbilrg.
Also Mike Harris, Bob Horvitz,
Dave Jansen, Rick Karash, John
Kotter, Gordon Logan, John McFarren. Tom Neal, Ray Baret,
Dave Peterson, Larry Preston,
Jack Rector, Jim Reid, Clyde
Rettig, A1 Singer and Steve Sydoriak.

Harrington as'SloMls space policy
following Soviet Venus triumph
John V. Harrington, Directo of
the Center for Space Research
and Professor of Electrical and
Aeronautical Engineering, has
praisd the recent Soviet Venus 4
mission to Venus, and deplored
the shorttedness of US planners which has limited our
planetary exploratin.
'Wsh- we'd done it'
"I wish we had done it," commented Professor Harrington. He
called 'the exploration of the
planets the most important goal
for the 1970's in the space program. He pointed out that the
Mariner 5 mission, which passed
Venus Thursday, is the last of the
series, and that the Voyager program may well be killed in Congress as an economy measure.
This "low ebb" is the US space
effort, says Harrington, is what
concerns him.
According to Harrington, the
Soviet Union is dclearly pursuing
an extensive deep space exploration program. While the number
of US earth orbit launches has exceeded that of the Soviet Union
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"Shortcuts to Rellgilus
Experience: The, New Mysticism"

THE TECH COOP
8

Seniors who have not been photographed yet by Technique
are reminded to have their pictures taken today or tomorrow
in Room 467 of the Student
Center, between 9 amr& 5 pm.

A weekly series of seven seminars arranged to discuss basic
aspects of the Christian faith.

in the
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SEMINAR SfR[ES
EVANGELICAL
Student Center - Thursdays 7:30 P.M.
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during the last ten years, the
number of interplanetary launches
undertaken by each country has
been about equal. It is thus clear
that the Soviets are putting relatively more effort into the exploration of the planets.
Data accurate
Harrington commented on the
data sent back by Venus 4, saying
that he felt thmt it was probably
reliable. He added that the high
pressures found by the lander
corresponded well with certain
models of the Venusian atmosphere based on radar measurements. The Mariner 5 probe,
which passed Venus a day after
Venus 4 had landed, transmitted
magnetic and other data which
apparently contradicts some of
the Soviet data.

-19__

I

The fad for LSD and oriental mysticism brings into the secularworld a view of religious experience: a "mystical transcendence"
of reality by escaping to pure subjectivity. How does this compare
with the Christian's experience of God at work in his life?
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By JohnaLoeweteim
The poetry readin given by
Edvard Field last Wednesday in
Hayden Library was thoroughly
refreshing. The audience, unusually large fore a poetry reading at
MIT, received him very well Mr.
Field read until his voice gave
out.
Edward Field is a warm, sensi-

LU

0I0

tive person who conveys his message -of love and laughter by
means of his poetry. The poetry
uses vivid imagery to present his
themes. It is remarkable how ef-

C)
LU

fective this imagery is upon an
audience, although it consists of
simple language and is drawn
from everyday experience. An educational group which asked Field
to translate several Eskimo
poems for children did so because "he was the only one we
could think of whose poetry can
be understood by ten-year-olds."
And indeed, this is true; no exceedingly profournd tff hts are
contaied in the poetry.
Mr. Field react several of the
Eskimo poems which "couldn't be

read to ten-year-olds." These
poems were earthy and primitive,
but at the same time were amn.s-.
ing and bright.
Much of Edward Field's poetr
is sentimenal and compassionate;
these feelings come -across pa-r'

ticularly well as he reads the
poens. His voice is well suited
to his poetry, being soft and full
of expression. He intemnirgles
thoughts, autobiography, arec.
dotes, and impressions with his
poems, increasing the efective.
ness of his reading. Unfortunaie'

ly, Field's poetry is not as e-f.
fective in print; the personality
of the marlg adds a spark that is
simply not captured in the words.
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one. With Sonaguatd.i you getan searr-wrenching sfiren, -loud
pulsatingpohms, flashing headlights, andl-igpition cut-off.
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WTB S conducts
listener9's survey
of a

dormitories

A survey is being conducted for
WTBS to determine programin

119 Dover St., Somerville

preferences of students on campus.
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A preliminary questionmaire will
be nmailed to all dormitory residents, and may be returned to
collection boxes provided in each
dormitory.
The comments of off-campus

One VWe.ek Only

1

623-3200'

for benefit of Multiple Sclerbsis
~
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FI listeners, including those Aho

-

live in fraternities, are also en-

couraged. Suggestions should be
addressed to WVVTBS in Walker Memorial. They may also be made
by c
!ng
the station at 868-98Z7
or x4969.
ca

(Coztinuea from Page 3)'
fused to pay a portion o his in-
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come tax because of his "moral
opposition," To date the government has taken no action, possibly "because of the publicity."
The following week, Profesor
Huston Smith of the Department
of Humanities will be the Encounter speaker. Professor Smith has
been recently appointed a Phi
Beta Kappa scholar, the first ever
from MIT
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Kids choke on polluted air. Streets are jammed by scientists; and we need help from business and
cars with no place to go. Italy's priceless art and - liberal arts graduates who understand people and
libraries are ravaged by floods. This is the way the their problems. If you want to help solve important
world is, but it's not the way it has to be. Air pollu- problems, we'd like to talk to you. We'll be visiting
tion can be prevented. Better transportation can campus soon. Drop by the placement office and
be devised. Something can even be done about the arrange for an interview.
weather. Many people at General Electric are
already working on these problems, but we need
more. We need help from young engineers and

GENERAeL o

ELECT
RiC

An equal opportunity employer
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Judy~Colins in concert

Photo by Larry Stuart Deutsch

Judy Collins sings for a pcacked house Saturday night in
Kresge Auditorium. She entertairned the audience both with old
favorites, as "Hard-lovin' Loser," and songs from an album, which
isyet to be released.

Activities ounc ct
on Aectivites Handbook
TCA infor fion car
The Activities Executive Board,
reporting to the Activities Council, has made several recommendations to improve the quality of A
Freshman orientation about activities at MIT.
Handbook re-written
They have decided to re-write
the Handbook of Acivities which
was mailed to Freshmen this
year. It was felt that last year's
effort was inefficient, and that a
better handbook is needed. When
written, it will be distributed to
all students, both to inform fthern
about the activities available, and
in hoIs of interesting some students in activities of which they
had previously been unaware.- To
accomplish this, each activity will
be asked to submit an article
about itself in the near future.
TCA eard computerized
The two other efforts discussed
were the Activities Midway and
the TCA Information card. The
TCA card, which is filled out by
all entering students, has b.een
expanded and computerized. Lists
of all those interested in an activity are rnw distributed.
The AEB also brought up the
possibility of activities exchange
programs with Wellesley, either
through merging functions of exchange memberships.

l
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Debatet~s eapture
fourth place
The novice Debate Team placed
fourth in the Wesleyan Novice De-

I

bate Touwrament, held Friday and
Saturday. The team is made up
of Donna Moon '71, Caig Richardson '71, Bob Parker '70 and
Dave Yuckman '70. The topic of
the debate was "Resolved: That
the Federal Goverment should
cnash inguarantee a minim
come to all citizens." Miss Moon
and Richardson took the affirmative while Parker and Yuckman
argued the negative.
·
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By Tomy Lima
Andy Warhol's latest film, "The
Chelsea Girls", is perhaps his
most ambitous work to date. It
attempts to show the dregs of our
,society as seen through the impassive eyes of the camera in the
Chelsea Hotel in New York.
Warhol uses some rather interesting techniques in his four-hour
spectacle. One of the most dranmatic is the use of two projectors,
running separate film clips side
by side on a wide screen. There
is, however, very little of the
gadgetry associated with the pop
or op art revolution. Warhoa is
content, rather, to let his characters speak for themselves, relying
only on mixrng color and blackand-white photography to emphasize the necessary points.
The film opens with a sequence
of shots of Nico, Warhol's latest
female discovery, trimming her
bangs in what is assumed to be a
typical home environment. However, the conversation is distorted
so as to be almost unintelligible,
periaps as a comment on what
is being said: It is so vapid and
insipid, that there is really no

blatantly obvious of these is that
no matter how unique a perversion may sound, when one gets
down to cases, it becomes a bore.
Warhol puts thiis across in a most
interesting fashioid, with snatches
of conversation, and fragments of
film. These elements all combine
into a movie that gets its point
across in a most obvious fashion:
by being largely boring.
This is the way "Chelsea Girls"
works. From the scenes of male
homosexuals, through the junlde
women, and to the lesbians, there
is an aura of complete and utter boredom about the whole
thing. Perhaps this is a comment
on our- society, which can treat
these things so blase a manner.
However, there is one problem
with the mode of presentation.
Warhole's audience, for the most
part, is not staying around long
enough to get his message. By
the half-way mark of the film, a
full hird of the audience had ieft.
This is largely due to the fact
that what they were shown was
eminently boring - the message
was there, but the price one paid
to get it was too much.
it is obviously imposble to tell
any individual whether or not he
should see "Chelsea- Girls." A
large portion of the film is ex-

point in heaing it.
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After this initial sequence,
however, very little is typical, as
the film moves through the various phases of human perversion
in a manner which emphasizes
certain points. One of the most

pense of waiting to see what will
appear next may offset this undesirable effect. For this viewer,
it -didn't. Others may see the
value of it in the strange sequences with zoom lenses that are used

The Chelsea Girls. producedby

I Andy Warhol, currenItly playing:
!i at the Esquire Cinema, shown at
m 8 pm daily. In color and blackand-white.
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a bore

to create effects of violent action,
even when there is none.
There is something definitely to I
be said for "Chelsea Girls." However, throughout the evening, one
is cmstantly beset with the feeling that, if there is something to
be said here, there must be a
I
shorter way to say it.
I
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ANNUAL MEETING

Works by Bach, Mozart, Dupre,
IBrahms, Messiaen

Kresge A$udi oriumI
November 1,1967 - 8:30 P.M.
Tickets $!.50 (at the door)
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The annual meeting of the membership of the Harvard
Cooperative Society, in accordance with Article XIV of
the By-Laws, wll be held in ...
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muggers fall to 0Palmer
a 0 College,
second half decisive mII -0-loss
0

Overnmatched was the only way
to describe Tech's rugby team
- -- rsday, as they dropped - a
-T
tough decision to Palmer College
(Iowa) by a final tally of 11-0.
The engineers came out with
fire in their pve annd mrnmnnaze
Ito score three times, with one
Iless throughout the first half.
Iwhich was marked by ragged
The Tech
play on both sides.
II
team did a commendable
b
against a team which has beaten
II
New York's "Old Blues", one of
Ithe best teams in this country.
In the second period, Palmer
Itook advantage of a strong wind
Ito Score three times, with one
Iconversion for the final score. On
Ithree separate occasions, the MIT
1team was within the Palmer five
A
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a team to be reckoned with in the III
coming weeks.
The upcoming II
match with Holy Cross should be
a good test of whether or not the
team has finally gelled into what t
it mulrl hbe this aVr.
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times today!
JackLastLemmont
in "LtlY"
3:05, 6:25. 9:55 plus "GEORGY GIRL"
1:30, 4:40, 8:10
"GUIDE FOR THE
MARRIED MAN"
Starts Wednesday

:.4I::VANOPRESS SHIRT

g
a

a
trgy over.
Ruggers improved
The team from Iowa has departed, but they left behind them

rToday and Wednesday
*' "THAT MAN FROM RIO"
Thursday and Friday
"T

Shows 530, 7:30, 9:30

a group of Tech ruggers much
improved. Despite the outcome,
the ruggers showed that they are !
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Build up your following with Passport 360,
the influential line of men's toiletries by Van Heusen

uua

oresen

TOMORROVV
October 25~

.One took and whamr! Iknew he Was:f0 t-m'
Lean and limber and all man in the terrific -. '
fit of his Van Heusen "417" Vanopress :
shirt. Made with the authentic button-down
collar, this shirt was permanently pressed
the day it was made and will never need
pressing again. No more laundry bills! As for the great new Van Heusen fabrics,
colors and patterns ... they make him
the guy to keep an eye on!
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JV k icks ip br
Sheppard

shot Worcester in ever

ags thogh thre

,

With.only

goals
e

I

the
a Photo
minueby left
ml
Davein Pack

-Fscoran Manning '70 takes a sho a the Yorcester JC gorlie
resound.s
ehe '70 comes in or
in Fridey's game as Va' Livada
aW-3
iook
kickers
as
the
assiss
two
'0 with
Manning was redied
squad.
ecisioin from the JWorcester
By
irst perid was reless even though the Worcester goalie
he,
shwasts. Thpp
peppered by
ri13
a Fiday enconter on
period, Worcester
seonast
Vsocceof
the the
iggsField,
squeezed
oowed, as
Juni
ster Junior
or
past Worcester
squeezed past
blood
fst
College, 3. Te Tech otes out- drew
lead.
thee lead.
tak te
to take
drew first blooed to
In

shot Worcester in every period,
but the outcome was in doubt until the firal two minutes when
scored the winng goal
MZ
The key to the hooters' success
was Stan Sheppard '70, who figured in all of the JV scoin.
The first period was scoreless,

omeleft in terWi onlyhth. a
oirst half, Sheppard recon ed his
first goal on an assist by. Dave
Dilich '68asss to even the score.
WokE arlyin the tohird per,
cester scored on a coner kick to
played
bouthB, teafs
the game,
aof
the
before
the lead.
regain
had
safied
be,
end
period' was
score. At the
to goned the
againevs

Sheppard. boot the ball into the
gafesnet for his third goaveof theo
nbon. Frank Manning '70 got his
second assist on th~e play.
IUvada scores wiamer
During the remaining minutes
both teams playet
of the gae,
as if they would be satisfied with
beina tie. Then, with just two
utes to go, Val Livada scored the
game-winning goal on a pass from
Sheppard.
The Jayvees have two ganmes
left on their schedule, both
against Harvard. The first will be
played tomorrow on Briggs Field
at 3:30 p.m.

Racketmen take
tBrandeis
2nd
IIC wins by one
By Jon Steele
Last weekend, seniors Steve
Deneroff and Carl Weissgerber
competed in the Brandeis Invitational Tennis Tournament and
won second place for Al TI' in a
field of fifteen New England colleges.
Deneroff started the first ound
by deieating Thomas Bass of
Bryant College, 6-2, 6-3, despite
heavy winds.
In the second round he breewed

through Bill Holtman of Merrimac 6-2, 6-0. Steve's. quarter-final
opponent, Doug Granville of Brandeis, had defeated Steve 6-0, 6-0,
last Wednesday on the same
court, but Steve played a consistently strong base line game
this time and won in straight
sets, 6-3, 7-5.
Carl, after receiving a bye in
the _first round, had a difficult
time with Steve Zaslow of Brandeis 3-6, 6-1, 7-5 but advanced to
the quarter finals. However, Carl's
game was still not up to his usual
standard; he was upset T-5, 6-4 by
Springfield's number one player,
Lee Draslin.
Sunday morning Deneroff faced
top-seeded John Mayotte from
Holy Cross in the semi-finals.
Steve was defeated 6-3, 6.4, but
played his best tennis of the year.
Holy Cross captured the team title, one point ahead of MIT.

~ ~~~~I~o
-_Hirriers w
sx h~ meen
'
keep record un~blemhe
By John Wargo
Tech's Harriers outclassed The
e- University of New Hampshire Friday at Franklin Park to-win its
4 sixth consecutive meet. Engineer
c thinclads placed one, three, four,
w1 five, and six versus New Hamp0 shire's two, seven, eight, ten and
O twelve for a 19-39 tally.
O
,
WWiln takes First
Ev Dunklee of
H stayed with
< Ben Wilson '70 almost all the sway,
but Ben poured it on at the end
to take the victory in 23:17.6, 3.5
- seconds ahead -of his opponent. For
almost a minute Coach Farnham
watched the next group of runners
cut down the last few hundred
yards: four MT men. They finished within twelve seconds of
each other with John Owens '70 in
I 24:17, Larry Petro '70, Pete PeckarskIy '68, and Jim Yankrlkas '69
in 24:29. It was all over for UNH
then, with yet another gap (this
time 16 seconds) before they managed to get their second man
across the finish line.
Year of upsets
Before this year M/T had won
none and lost eight to Wesleyan
and won eight and lost twenty-one
to New Hampshire. This looks like
the year of the upset. The varsity
is now riding high on a 6-0 record,
a b
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By Bill Michels
Sunday, Tech's varsity sailing
team scored an overwhelming victory in a team racing xegatta held
on the Charles. The races were
sailed in a good moderate wind
on Tecli's home waters and the
outcome was never in doubt. The
compettors wvrere
. Harvard,
-,
Photo by Bill Dix c Yale, Brandeis, Maine
Maritime
Jim Yankaskas '69, cross Academy and Boston College.
country team captain, pulls Steve iflligan '70 and Bob Berahead in Friday's victory over liner '70 skippered two of MIT's
New Hampshire.
boats with Tony Piccardi '70 and
but Captain Jim Yankaskas em- Li Liang '70 as their crews. Capphasizes that the really tough ones tain Dick Smith '69 and Dave Mcare yet to come: Williams and Comb '70 co-skippered the third
Tufts this Saturday, the GBCAA Teeh boat.
a week from Tuesday, and Bates
Engineers romp
and Colby on Novemnber 10.
All the Tech sailors had good
The next week of practice should days as MIT placed one-two-three
make a big difference in the out- in all its five races. Steve Millicome of these meets. Ben Wilson gan 70 was the low point skipper
and John Owens each cut more for the Tech team, as well as for
than a minute off their best times. the entire regatta, with four
With the few free weeks left to straight firsts arnd one second for
get out on the roads and improve, a total of 5 points for the five
the team should come to its peak, races. His only loss came in the
at the right time to do well in 'last race as captain Smith edged
the importanrctmeets coming up.
him out by less than a boat length
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Tech tops -Yale,
Haryard and BC
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Photo by Dale Stone

Two Tech boats round a buoy together in Sunday's team
regaftta. The Charles River was the victory sefiing as the
engineers swept the first three places in all five races of the
six feam -event.
at the finish. That finish povided
about all of the excitement for the
day for the engineers.
The other schools fought it out

Engineers rotatIe positfions

enough margin for victory. Bill
Dix and Pat, Sullivan were the remaindeer of Mrr's first four, cornmuing hn 3rd and 4th, respectvely.
Bioteauu and Richardson, who
finishet d 5th and 6th respectively,

ats

:1q How They Did

romp for wins;
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By Joel Hemmelstein
Irntr ramural football rolled into its second week
of playyoffs last weekend with a full set of games.
Of un nost importance were the A league semifinals 1between Be4a Theta Pi and Burton A, and
Sig$M Alpha, Epsilon and Phi Delta Theta. The
outcor nes set the scene for the now traditional
champ ionship clash between the Betas and SAE.
Boti h teams remained unscored upon as well as
undefeiated as the Betas romped to a 27-0 victoiy
before the SAE's routed the Phi Delts, 32-0. The
Beta g ;ame saw an inspired defensive line keep
Burton under constant pressure. BWton QB Mike
Coyne '70 was unable to take advantage of his
All-staT r end Alex Wilson '67, who was bottled up
well b3y Tom Chen '68.
Betas roll
How vever, the Beta offense was superlative.
Utilizin g the recovery of a blocked purnt, they
marcheed- across the end stripe on a down and out
pass to) Jim Cormier '68 from quarterback Chen..
The de fense completed the first half scoring as
they fo )rced a safety from the Burton offense.
The second half play saw the Betas domnate
further Defensive halfback Bill Stewart '69
grabbe( d a' bobbled Burton pass and gallopped in
for thea score. Marching up and down the field
under t the guidance of QB Denny Albright '69, who
scored twice on sweeps. Albright completed one
extra p oint on a pass to tight end Jim Reid '68.

In an effort to put some spark
in the offense, Coach Schuwherk
rotated several of the players
from their normnal positions. Ed
Johnson was in the goalie box for
the first half, but Terry Hartzides,
normally a halfback, took over
goalkeepering duties for the final
half.
Although the victory was helpful for confidence, the squad still
needs work in several places.
Tech did not utilize the cross to
the weak side, which, in the past,
has been effective against us. But
with the new changes and a win
under their belts, the kickers can
now look forward to the coming
gamens, -the next being at Tufts
this afternoon.
Harriers gain first victory
New Hampshire again became
the victim of the MIT frosh as
Tech's harriers easily defeated
their opponents by the margin of
17 to 38. Rick Paulson provided
the impetus for victory with a
fine first place finish. His time,
16:57.0, was 34 seconds better
than his closest follower, Tech's
..
Pete Hutzel; and over fifty sec- :onds ahead of New Hampshire's -.
first finisher, Bioteau, whose time
.
was 17:48. In fact, the first four
places were occupied by Beaver
.. j
runners as they swept to an easy

victory.

a

Tech places first four
The 3.1 mile course at the :
Franklin Park track saw a cool,
!
clear day for the dual meet and
Tech took advantage of the fine
conditions to make it a clear win.
Only the first five places count
toward the team's total, and since
Photo by Bill Ingram
the low total score wins, the
Ton Chen '68, BTP, with a well placed block
squad needed ornly one moderate- by Rick Young '68, carries the football for anly early finisher. Dave Leehey other ang gain. The Betas romped over Burton
took 7th to provide more than 'A' ; i, ;afurday's
IM contest.
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for the lower spots and the fina
standings were: MIT (5-0); al.
yard (3-2); Yale (3-2); Maine
l
Maritime (2-3); Boston College
(2-3); and Brandeis (0-5). Thus
Havard and Yale both did worse
than last week, and MIT proved
Cross=wo
y
that it could sail consistently well
MIT (V) i9, New Hampshire 39
MIT (F) 17, New Hampshire 38
as a team.
Soccer
Tech fourth In Finns
MIT (JV) 4, Worcester JC 3
On Saturday, Tech did not fare
MIT (F) I, New Hampshire 0
sailiing
as well. Jesper Mrunch '68 and
MIT (V),first in three-team crew
Bob Berliner '70 sailed in a Finn
race
regatta at MIT. The winds were
MIT (V) fourth in Finn Regatta
too heavy for Bob to keep these
Tezusis
MIT (V) second in Brandeis
one man boats level and subse
Tournamenf
quently they placed fourth in a
field of nine.
were the top men for UNH as
, gOil Deck
they firshed only two seconds
Next weekend the sailors travel
Today
apart.
to King's Point to defend the Nev.
Soccer (F)-Tufts, away, 3 pm
Bwe hamriers travel t o Wli2m
V
ins Tropbhyv in a major intersec.
Tomorrow
College Saturday for a triangnuar Soccer
tienal meet. On the first weekend
(V)f-Brandeis, away,
meet with Tufts and Williams.
in November they will compete in
3 pm
the Schell Trophy at MIT. Te
following weekend Tech's sailors
will attempt to continue Sunday's
great showing as they compete in
p
lp~~~~~~~~~~~~
the NEISA team racing finals at
0
MIT.

5B0oofers, harriers defleat New Harmpshire.By Scott Ramos
Victory came at last to the kickers as they downed New Haempshire 10 at UNI last Friday-.
Rough play and little offensive
pressure was- the story of the
game, but Mike Ondra was able
to get enough accuracy, for the
game's only goal.
Ondra, playing right inside,
scored following a pass from Ken
Lord. But, the game was marked
by few penetrating attacks and
overall sloppy play. Tech dominated the game somewhat, but
neither squad looked to be at its
best.
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EM pool str Saturday
Wit Pantoulas favored
Intramural pocket billiards returns -to the MIT campus this
weekend, with the third annual
such event. The tournament, run
for the last two years by Jack
Rector '68, will be taken over this
year by Chip Schroeder '70. Favored this year is George Pantoulias '70, last year's runner-up.
,=

There will be a track meet on
Friday and Monday which will
be open to all MIT students. The
rneet will be run by coaches
Farnham and Kelly; all interested participants must sign up with
one of these two. Friday events
will be the hammer throw, long
jump, high jump, pole vault, and
shot put, with only the hammer
throw being outdoors. On Mon
day, the running events will be
held outdoors. Anyone interest
ed is encouraged to contact one
of the coaches.

Photo by Jeff Reynolds

Bruce Wheeler '70, SAE quarterback,
prepares to pass as Phi Delft defender, Ernie
Asherman '67 goes in for the tag. SAE had
little trouble in beating the injury-plagued
Phi Delts.

SAE showed the same kind of offensive strength
as Bruce Wheeler '70 led the squad over an injured Phi Delt team. The Phi Delts, missing ace
lineman Brook Landis and quarterback Jim
Lyneis, were completely ineffective throughout
the game.
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SAElor's score easily
Wheeler marched the SAElors down the field
the first time they took possession on a succession
of passes and sweeps. The final play was a five
yard dash by Wheeler to paydirt. -The SAE's
continued the scoring on the next series as S) 7,= 3
OCIo<~m
"'
o-t
0.
Wheeler threw a bomb to Jack Anderson '69. The o
· cn
first half scoring was completed on another aerial X.
0 SD
x
oL.' ,I (D
connection between Wheeler and Minot Cleveland
=' Q 0
'71.
O
0
,
SAE continued-the onslaught in the second half
o
as the defense caught the Phi Delts in their own
ED W
end zone for a safety. On. the succeeding kick,
Wheeler ran 60 yards for six more points. Wheeler 0.x
was on the receiving end of the last touchdown
(nfrom Cleveland as the finald gun ended the game.
Scores
BTP 27, Burton A 0.
SAE A 32, PDT 0.
LCA A 18, AEP 7.
DTD 6, SAM 0.
PGD 13, KS 6.
TC 12, DU 6.
SPE 27, PLP 6.
SAE B 36, Baker A 6.
Burton B 25, Bexley 19.
PKT 1, NRSA 0 forfeit.
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